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Grower View

John Dockrells

• We are over 45 years in business

• We employ 40 Full Time and 35 Seasonal Staff

• We are one of the largest field vegetable growers in Ireland

• We grow Carrots and Salads 
• (Little Gem & Iceberg Lettuce)

• Salads make up approximately 1/3 of business

At present with Salads

• We propagate  from January until June

• We plant from March until August

• We harvest from May until November 

• We Propagate Iceberg in Dublin

• Propagate Little Gem in UK
• Haven't capacity here

• Peat blocks are the only option at the moment

Concerns

• Cost
• Already, we pay 30% more for seed than our UK competition (scale)

• This will inevitability carry over to peat prices

• We will not be able to compete with massive growers in the UK

• Price is what counts with supermarkets.

• Projected price increase for peat on current prices

• 38% increase in 2022

• 111% increase in 2023

• Cannot get this increase from customers

Concerns

• Availability
• As we had available peat, we have no relationship with overseas suppliers

• Relatively small amounts required will mean we will be left at the end of the queue.

• Customers 
• We have growing programs with customers; these may need to be amended and we must be able to react and sow extra if required.

• Quality
• By all accounts the quality is good, but will it stay this way ?

• Could we be importing disease, pests?

Concerns

• Environmental
• If, harvesting of peat is deemed to be an environmental problem surly then as a 

country we are only exporting our problem to Latvia

• We are supposed to be reducing carbon emissions, but we will increase with transport.

• We must wrap the peat bales in plastic for transport
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Consequences

• Growers forced out of business due to cost increase

• Increase imports

• No Irish produce

• Loss of nutritional quality of salads

• Limited choice to customers for Irish produce

• More mono cropping(to have efficiencies)and long-term damage to soils

• Increased prices for customers

• No food security

• When we stop growing a crop knowledge of growing and husbandry is lost.

Dockrells Going Forward

• Propagate all in Dublin
• Security (Brexit load this season)

• Investment
• Jobs

• Different planting systems 

• On trial in UK

Requirement

• Derogation until R&D can produce alternatives
• Work with growers not with organisations

• Many Companies who say harvesting of peat causes damage to the environment have 
a vested interest as  their technology is patented.

Conclusion

• As mentioned, are we are exporting a “problem” to Latvia and adding in extra transport costs and environmental damage. Irish Solution to Irish problem

• We are supposed to be moving to more plant-based food to help the environment, but we seem to be trying to stop this also.

• Locally Grown foods??

• This is Irish Law, and we have the power to compromise, have we the will?

• As a country we will have:

• Increase imports

• Increase cost

• Reduced Irish produce 

• We won't have:

• Growers

• Food security

• investment 

• Indigenous sustainable employment

More time required to find a suitable alternative growing medium


